1. Update on Curriculum software
2. Resolution to restrict Department Curriculum Committees to Non-contingent faculty
3. Update on T&R and Promotion software
4. Update on Athletics
5. Update on the Agora
6. Capital campaign
7. Outreach to Salem and Cumberland County Colleges
8. Mega-university
Resolution to Restrict Department Curriculum Committees to Lecturers, Tenured, and Tenure-Track Faculty

Curriculum is the purview of faculty. While administrators have the right to approve or reject curriculum proposals, as well as to provide suggestions on those proposals, faculty are responsible for the development of curriculum. Given that, the membership of Department Curriculum Committees should be limited to Lecturers, Tenured, and Tenure-Track Faculty. Neither out-of-unit employees such as Administrative Heads nor contingent faculty such as Adjuncts or ¾ Time faculty will serve.